Welcome to latest news from the Poppies. What a busy time we had in our
Kindergarten rooms as the children were getting ready for their interviews in their
respective schools. We assessed the children in the learning outcomes of the
Kindergarten guidelines and all the children had their transition statements handed
out to their parents. It has been a smooth ride throughout the year for our Poppies
children and now they are preparing for their performance in the graduation
ceremony. The children are fine tuning their actions for the songs and practicing the
parade entry. It is quite a busy time to gather all the children at the same time as they
attend the centre on different days. We try our best to accommodate everyone in the
practice sessions. The colour for the ceremony is white and the girls can wear a white
dress or white top and pants of any colour. The boys need a white shirt and pants of the
colour of their choice. All the children are asked to bring a pair of sunglasses to the
practice sessions as we need it to one of the action songs. The invitations have been
given to all parents with the necessary information for the graduation ceremony to be
held on Friday the 30th of November @5pm. The children who are not attending the
centre on a Friday they need to be in their rooms by 4pm on the day as we need to
prepare them for the event. Please see Sandra for any other information.
The homework books have been sent back home with the last activity sheet for the
year. Thank you very much for your cooperation with helping your child doing their
home work. It has been a pleasure seeing the children doing the tasks and bringing the
book back to us. It will undoubtedly be helpful for them in their prep year when they
start the school homework.
The Christmas is on the way as you will see our children have started their Christmas
art and craft. If you’re finishing early for the holidays please let us know so we can
arrange their portfolios to be handed out before you leave.
It is all from us and thank you for your support during a very successful year of
learning, engaging and friendships. It’s sad to say goodbye to the children but we
enjoyed our time with them in helping to start their next phase of life.
Regards,
Anila, Joyce, Jas & Rajneek

